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WHO WE ARE
Dove Tail Bat is family owned and operated and 
located in northern Maine with “quality products” 
and “extreme quality service” as our number 
one goals.

Our bat making originally started simply to 
provide our son with his own personalized 
wood bats and this bat making soon spread to 
supply his friends and teammates. More rapidly 
than anyone could predict, minor leaguers and 
agents began requesting Dove Tail Bats and the 
need for MLB approval became evident.  
The players at this level of play repeatedly 
commented on the balanced feel and 
exceptional pop when swinging DTB’s as well 
as the superior finish these bats have.  These 
characteristics were naturally transferred to 
our bats as the design and manufacturing 
are done by the owners of Dove Tail Bat; an 
ex-professional ball player and a lifelong 
cabinet maker.

At Dove Tail Bat we take pride in incorporating 
quality, integrity, and respect at all levels of 
our business; from the product that we design 
and manufacture, to the customer service that 
we offer. This is evident in the personalized 
design and balance felt in each of our bats so 
that every player who orders a Dove Tail Bat 
receives the best quality product available for 
their level of play.  Simply stated, every player 
is a Big League Player to us as they strive to 
“Rise Above The Rest” in their career.
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR BAT

COLOR

[CHERRY] [WHITE WASH] [NATURAL] [RED] [ROYAL BLUE] [GOLDEN YELLOW] [TEAL] 

[STEEL] [GREEN] [BLACK] [WALNUT] [CINNAMON] [MAHOGANY] [RAW]

[ COLORS ] ARE NOT AN EXACT AND MAY REACT DIFFERENT DEPENDING ON WOOD.

LOGO

[ROYAL BLUE] [ORANGE] [WHITE] [BLACK] [METALLIC SILVER] 

[PINK] [NAVY BLUE] [GREEN] [RED] [YELLOW] 

[LOGO COLORS] ARE NOT AN EXACT AND MAY REACT DIFFERENT DEPENDING ON WOOD.

SIZES

ASH  
is a strong wood 
that is also very 

flexible.  The flexibility makes 
an ash bat tend to flex rather 
than break giving the hitter a 
more forgiving sweet spot.

BIRCH  
is a wood that 
has the hardness 

of maple with the flexibility 
of ash. Players are finding 
these bats perform 
consistently better than 
other woods and have a 
significantly lower 
breakage rate, enhancing 
hitting performance.

MAPLE  
remains to be the 
most popular 

wood in baseball as it is the 
hardest and most dense 
wood we offer.  When hit 
properly it produces the 
most pop of any bat.  
We use only premium 
Northeastern Rock Maple 
which is extremely hard but 
has less flexibility when 
compared to ash or birch.

WOOD

Bat lengths available in 32”-35.5” in 1/2” increments

BAT KNOBS

LARGE KNOB XLARGE KNOB 

[ THESE KNOBS ] CAN BE ORDERED WITH ANY BAT. 

[METALLIC GOLD] 
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PRO MODELS [ m ] = AVAILABLE IN MINOR LEAGUE VERSIONS 

MEDIUM BARREL  
Barrel = 2  1/2” | Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 2” knob
This originally is from the C271. DTB made the changes 
necessary to give the midsection more strength, and it is 
an excellent metal to wood transition.

DT71 

MEDIUM BARREL  [ m ]
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 31/32” knob
A great contact bat for ALL players; DT41 has a very long 
barrel, and a good knob size to wrap the pinky finger 
over. A big brother to the 243.

DT41 

MEDIUM BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  1”
Knob = Flared 2 1/4” knob
You wouldn’t believe how this flared knob pulls the 
barrel through the zone; has incredible pop, and creates 
bat speed.

LI89 

MEDIUM BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 2” knob
Long barrel and sweet spot, not end heavy and 
nice whip!

TYS 

MEDIUM BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  31/32”
Knob = Flared 2 1/4” knob
Equivalent to the Li89, the 2331 has a longer barrel with 
great balance and feel with a flared knob.

2331 

MEDIUM BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel =  2 1/2”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 15/16” knob
D6 is an original DTB design with incredible balance and 
loads of POP!

D6 
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PRO MODELS[ m ] = AVAILABLE IN MINOR LEAGUE VERSIONS 

MEDIUM BARREL
Barrel = 2 1/2”
Handle = 15/16”
Knob = Flared 2” knob
Today, the most popular bat in baseball is the CB15 with 
its small 2” flared knob and good balance!

CB15 

MEDIUM BARREL  [ m ]
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 31/32” knob
The S318 is a very nice bat with a lot of barrel and good 
flex to create bat speed.

S318 

LARGE BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel = 2 17/32”
Handle = 15/16”
Knob = Traditional 2” knob
The 243 is an old standby that has attracted many pros. 
Good sized barrel with decent  balance, and a slightly 
flared knob.

243 

LARGE BARREL  [ m ]
Barrel = 2  17/32”
Handle =  29/32”
Knob = Traditional 1 31/32” knob
This bat has a traditional knob with a very large barrel 
and extremely balanced sweet spot.

356 

LARGE BARREL  
Barrel = 2  17/32”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 15/16” knob
This bat is similar to the 356 model. A very popular bat 
in pro ball, this bat’s thinner handle creates more whip 
through the strike zone.

I13 

LARGE BARREL  
Barrel = 2  17/32”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 2 1/32” knob
Comparable to the B-267, this bat has an end-loaded 
barrel with a long sweet spot.

267
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PRO MODELS [ m ] = AVAILABLE IN MINOR LEAGUE VERSIONS 

LARGE BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel =  2 17/32”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 15/16” knob
The JF3 is a beefed up version of the 243. This bat 
carries a lot of pop and can be modified for minor 
leaguers. 

JF3 

LARGE BARREL  [ m ]
Barrel = 2 17/32”
Handle =  1”
Knob = Traditional 1 15/16” knob
A very durable bat, the M110 has great balance and pop. 
Its handle gives a much stiffer feel.

M110  

LARGE BARREL 
Barrel = 2 17/32”
Handle = 7/8”
Knob = Traditional 2” knob
This is a power hitters bat. The handle is very thin which 
creates a lot of whip for the end loaded large barrel.

174 

LARGE BARREL  
Barrel = 2  17/32”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 31/32” knob
Can you handle the big gun? This bat has a long sweet 
spot. Its very large barrel with loaded end will get the 
ball traveling.

A2 

LARGE BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel =  2 17/32”
Handle =  29/32”
Knob = Traditional 1 29/32” knob
This is Chase Utley’s choice bat being end-loaded and 
ready to hit.

CU26

LARGE BARREL  
Barrel =  2 17/32”
Handle =  1 1/32”
Knob = Custom 1 22/32” knob
Designed for one of our employees who played pro ball 
this knob helped with his hamate bone surgery.

176  
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EXTRA LARGE BARREL   [ m ]
Barrel = 2  9/16”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Flared 2 1/2” knob
The J31 is similar to the 2331 model. Its characteristics 
are a larger knob and barrel, good balance, and smooth 
to swing.

J31 

EXTRA LARGE BARREL  
Barrel = 2  19/32”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 15/16” knob
A real Big HITTERS bat! The P1 is end-loaded to drive the 
ball deep.

P1  

EXTRA LARGE BARREL  
Barrel = 2 9/16”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 31/32” knob
This medium handle will give the extra large barrel the 
whip it needs to crush the ball.  Very similar to the A2 
only with a slightly larger barrel.

491B 

EXTRA LARGE BARREL  
Extra Large Barrel
Barrel = 2 9/16”
Handle = 15/16”
Knob = Traditional 2” knob
This bat is our largest Pro barrel.  Very end loaded with 
a long sweet spot.

H238 

PRO MODELS[ m ] = AVAILABLE IN MINOR LEAGUE VERSIONS 

[ m ] = AVAILABLE IN MINOR LEAGUE VERSIONS WITH A 2 1/2” BARREL FOR BETTER BACK SPIN AND USING A MORE DENSE PIECE OF LUMBER.
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YOUTH MODELS

Aspiring young players from Little 
League to high school will benefit 
from the models offered especially 
for them.  These bats can be 
customized just like our pro 
models with colors, logos and 
engraving.  They are available 
in 27”-31.5” lengths.   

From the first time I swung Dove Tail Bats I immediately 
noticed a difference in the way the ball was coming off my 
bat. They created a bat for me that had great balance and 
generated lots of pop. The DTB ash bat is very durable 
and hard with excellent grains; not easily broken and you 
don’t have to worry about flaking.  Truly the best ash I’ve 
ever swung.

Ryan Dent

MEDIUM BARREL  
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  31/32”
Knob = Flared 2 1/4” knob
Equivalent to the Li89, the 2331 has a longer barrel with 
great balance and feel with a flared knob.

2331 

MEDIUM BARREL 
Barrel = 2  1/2”
Handle =  15/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 31/32” knob
A great contact bat for ALL players; DT41 has a very long 
barrel, and a good knob size to wrap the pinky finger 
over. A big brother to the 243.

DT41 
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The Dove Tail Training bat is unlike any other on the market today. It is a wooden baseball bat, just like a player would 
use in their games. The new patented Dove Tail Training Bat is a useful tool for hitters young and old alike, using acrylic 
sleeves to give an audible detection when the ball is not hit properly. It is a terrific tool to enable seasoned hitters to 
learn to get their hands through on an inside pitch and enable them to wait on an outside pitch, teaching them to hit 
more consistently.  It can be used for work on a tee, in a batting cage (with pitches not to exceed 84mph), or in live 
batting practice. This training bat has the same weight and feel as a traditional wood baseball bat. They come with an 
approx - 3oz. drop. 
 
The one hand trainer is just like our Training Bat, using the same patented acrylic sleeves for an audible detection on 
improperly hit balls. It is available in 27” and 28” lengths and is a 25 oz. bat.  

TRAINER - LARGE BARREL
Barrel =  2 7/16”
Handle =  1”
Knob = Traditional 1 7/8” knob
Made in 27”-34” lengths

US Patent #7625305

TRAINER 

1 HAND TRAINER -  
LARGE BARREL
Barrel =  2 7/16”
Handle =  1”
Knob = Traditional 1 7/8” knob
Made in 27” and 28” lengths only

US Patent #7625305

1 HAND 

FUNGO - SMALL BARREL
Barrel =  2 1/4”
Handle =  1 5/16”
Knob = Traditional 1 7/8” knob
Our Fungos Rock! Light with 
great balance, you can hit all day 
without tiring. Comes 33-36” in 
length. Pick your weapon!

FUNGO 

COACHES 
& TRAINING
Every player who strives to take their 
game to the next level of play 
requires tools to facilitate his 
improvement and at Dove Tail Bat 
we offer unique patented products 
available only with the DTB logo.  
Our patented training bat and one 
hand trainer with their audible 
detection inspires perfection in every 
swing. Once coaches use our fungos 
they will never swing another.
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These gloves are professional quality gloves.  
Embossed leather palmed with breathable 
mesh back and knuckle area for extreme 
comfort.  Heavy duty Velcro and neoprene 
wrist bands for durability and comfort.   
Available in five sizes: sm, med, large, xl 
and xxl and come in five color choices: white, 
navy, royal, red and black.  All colors have a 
gray palm.  Available in our Advantage series 
and our Elite series. 

(Shown in Advantage Series only)

BATTING GLOVES 

DTB PRODUCTS

Our bat bags are custom made of 600d polyester 
duck with handles and shoulder straps made of 
1.5” Polypropylene webbing.  The standard bag 
measures 36” l x 8” w x 7”h.  It’s “4 attach point” 
shoulder strap is provided for even load distribution. 
The bag is structurally enhanced by the use of em-
bossed welt as piping around the body of the bag 
and includes a plastic insert to add to its stability.

Our catchers bag is both a pro-back (“D” top) 
and fast-back (straight zipper) models.  It mea-
sures 36”l x 16”w x 16”h.  The bag comes with 3 
pockets.  One long pocket on one side, and two 
shorter pockets on the opposite side.  

These bags are available in a large assortment of 
colors: Red, Green, Dk Green, Navy, Royal, Orange, 
Athletic Yellow, Brown, Tan, Black, White, and 
Purple. All come with a lifetime warranty.  

BAT BAG

“The bat feels amazing. It has great balance and pop. There is 
a different sound with the Dove Tail Bats. I would put this 
product up against any of the bats that I have swung. Thank 
you Mark I am so thankful for the support you have given me.”

Jerome Peña
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Trucker hats available in Black or Camo with 
white lettering. One size fits all.

TRUCKER HAT

Available in 16 oz can.  Our pine tar paste can 
be ordered with or without a DTB pine tar rag.

PINE TAR 

DTB PRODUCTS

Available in L, XL, XXL sizes

HOODED 
SWEATSHIRT

100% pre shrunk cotton.  
Available in L, XL, XXL sizes

T-SHIRT
CREW NECK 



Send orders or inquiries to:

Dove Tail Bat, LLC
PO Box 97
Shirley Mills, ME  04485

Phone: (207) 695-4663
Fax: (207) 695-4662

Email:
info@dovetailbat.com
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